Immersion by design
Improving driving experience
as if you’re driving outside

Driving simulators are an essential part of

comprehensive design decisions regarding innovative

designing the modern driving experience,

entertainment technologies, display and operating

as they help manufacturers make important

concepts, multimodal interaction between occupants

decisions before anything hits the production

and vehicle, finetuning of the chassis, or wide-ranging

line. When the simulation is more realistic and

driver assistance functions all the way up to interior

immersive, meaning that the user of the simu-

scenarios for fully automated driving. VHT was able

lator truly feels like they’re driving a real car on

to offer the innovative solutions to meet these

a real road, the analysis and decisions will be

requirements. “In the driving simulation world, systems

better as a result. Van Halteren Technologies

are continuously being built to higher standards,” says

can help achieve these ambitions.

the Project Manager. “Now you need to create
an experience that you’re driving outside, and that’s

Driving simulators are essential in modern vehicle

all about the level of immersion. Every movement

development. Simulations have become more complex

needs to be realistic. That means the bumps in the

and realistic thanks to several leaps forward in

road, the braking, the cornering, the acceleration.

technology, to the extent where it’s not just the driving

But also, you need to look out of any window and see

that’s being simulated, but the whole experience.

what’s going on in the outside world.

This enables simulation to inform and improve

State-of-the-art simulation
The building that houses these simulators is set up

The HD and HF motion systems both represent the

to ensure that the test subjects feel like they are

very latest in simulation technology. Though they are

walking from their home to the car, which immediately

different, VHT has designed both using a system of

increases the immersion. However, the biggest and

steel structures on rails and wheels with motors and

most complex parts are the motion systems which

actuators, and a control system which includes an

move the mock-up cars.

energy storage system. All these components are
controlled by software, and they all interact and move

“We’re building two different motion systems for our

to reproduce an accurate road-feel. Each system

customer,” explains the project manager. “One is

features a number of innovations which take the

the high dynamic simulator, or HD, and the other is

simulators into the next generation.

the high fidelity, or HF simulator. The HD simulator
is designed to recreate the feeling of driving on

In previous simulators, rotary motors with gears were

highways at higher speeds and for high accelerations,

often used to create motion. This works, but it can

whereas the HF simulator emulates driving in cities

be noisy and there’s often some play in the system,

and country roads at varying speeds and accelera-

and this can reduce the level of immersion.

tions.” The systems are complex in different ways

Also, our previous generation motion systems included

the HD simulator can generate greater forces,

linear guiding systems which are more like longitudinal

but the HF simulator has a wider range of movement.

bearings. These worked well, but cannot be used at the
higher speeds required for the new generation motion

”VHT delivers the complete simulators, although

systems. Further, these very dynamic systems require

its specialism is largely in the motion systems.

an energy storage system to provide the peak power

For the other essential parts, such as the dome

necessary during the most dynamic movements.

in which the mock-up cars sit, the projection system,
the visualization software and the mock-up, VHT

We took a different approach to these new systems.

cooperates intensely with a partner.

Instead of rotary motors, we used linear electrical
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motors which have no moving parts which, in turn,

discussions and cooperation from the very beginning.

reduces the noise. These electrical motors then move

There were changes along the way from the initial

over a line of magnets, quickly alternating between

vision, as you find out somethings don’t work, or that

magnetic poles to generate the forces required.

other things could be improved, but we’ve always had

Everything needed to be made with extreme accuracy,

good discussions and we’ve always worked together

as if it’s not done in the right way the system won’t

to find the best solutions. The schedule has also

move and you won’t achieve continuous force.”

changed as the complexity grew, but it was understood

Everything in these simulators has been tested and

by everyone involved that this was necessary to ensure

engineered with extreme accuracy, which helps to

the best possible end product.”

achieve the desired level of immersion.
Before the simulators are fully operational, they will

Driven by collaboration

undergo an intensive period of testing. After that,

Any project of this size and complexity requires a

they will be ready to provide the data and information

positive, collaborative approach. The scope of supply

it needs to further improve the driving experiences

also formed an essential and significant part of the

of the cars, and to help on the journey towards fully

project, as the mock-up car sits within a dome which

automated vehicles.

also houses 15 projectors. The projectors are controlled
by a large number of computers and specialized

These simulators can help with the design of a better

software. They provide the video which makes the

interface between the driver, the car and the environ-

simulation feel like going for a real drive, as the inside

ment. Full immersion is the key, and with the HD and HF

of the dome is one, continuous screen that covers

systems, we’re seeing the next generation of driving

every side of the car. The collaboration has been really

simulation. If the customer can do this better than

good. “It’s a big project, and with big projects you

anyone else, it can offer the best optimisation of its

usually get big problems! But, appreciating the quite

driving systems and ultimately offer the best product.

different cultures we are coming from, we’ve had great
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